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Assignment 1: Engineering Ethics Case Studies
Case Study 1 (Question 1)
The appropriate plan of action in this case is arranging for the presentation of the
information showing that the professional engineer is guilty of unethical practice to the proper
authority for legal action.
Case Study 2 (Question 2)
Using the additional funding to sufficiently research and certify that urethane is closest to
matching human muscle response and that calcaneal heal pad is the ideal response with regard to
the behavior of human muscle to urethane before presenting the results.
Case Study 3 (Question 4)
Accepting employment from ABC’s main competitor (LMN) without notifying ABC is a
breach of professional obligation 1c. Appropriate actions include suing and termination of
employment for detrimentally influencing ABC’s operations.
Case Study 4 (Question 6)
According to professional obligations 5a and 9a, financial considerations should not be
accepted individually, without recognizing the efforts and interests of all contributing parties,
thus the appropriate plan is to advocate for financial benefit to all involved parties.
Case Study 4 (Question 11)
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The boss is sued for breach of dignity/ integrity and credibility issues since authorizing
the shipment of the project without testing to recognize revenue for the quarter breaches
professional obligations 1e and 9c.
Assignment 2: Patents
Question 1a: I have used Tide pods or similar. I thought it would make stain removal in my
laundry work more effective.
Question 1b: (Patent US7259134) for detergent pouch.
Question 1c: Names on the patent are Beckholt and Hailu, who are the inventors and owners of
these patents, which was filed on 3rd June, 2004.
Question 1d: Images of the associated patents
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Question 1e: Claims of the patent to make and market pod are too detailed.
Question 2: Patent number 6360693 entitled “Animal Toy” which is a stick apparatus used as an

animal toy. Picking this patent is due to it is interesting nature, with the reason for issuing being
its simplicity and the reason for non-issuing being that fact that it is not worth the cost.
Question 3: Patents are applicable to new production process where useful improvement is valuable
to the inventor for long periods. Trademarks are phrases, words or symbol of identifications and
distinction in competitive markets. Copyrights are meant to protect works of artistic works, for
example movies and books (William, 2-3).
Question 4: Utility Patents are awarded for inventions which perform useful functions, thus

giving the right to prevent others from using such inventions for twenty years after the date of
filing, an example being patent protecting pharmaceutical products. Design Patents comprise of
the visual ornamental characteristics manifested in an article, which protect the ornamental
design for fourteen years, and an example is jewel patent. Plant Patents are government-granted
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to inventors who invent and asexually reproduce new distinct plant varieties, and lasts for twenty
years from the application filing date. They protect the rights of the inventor’s by excluding other
inventors from asexually reproduced, sale and use of the reproduced plants.
Question 6: The new patent law allows start-up firms to access fast-tracked consideration of

patent applications, with a guaranteed decision within 12 months, which was previous 30 months
(Brian, 1). Shortened decision guarantee period is the main change in the new law, and I think
this is a good change since it speeds up operations waiting patent application processing. The
Tide pods patents were passed under the old law, and they would be different in the new law in
terms of revenue generation.
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